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5G networks are expected to support numerous novel services and applications with
different quality of service (QoS) requirements such as high data rates and low end-to-end
(E2E) latency. Network slicing has been proposed to cope with this challenge, calling for
efficient slicing and slice placement strategies in order to ensure that the slice
requirements are met, while the network resources are utilized in the most optimal
manner. In this colloquium, Dr. Boutaba and the GTA group discuss challenges in next
generation networks, such as service chain fault-tolerance, network function secure
orchestration and placement, and autonomous threat mitigation. We discuss possible
solutions for these problems using cutting edge technologies, such as reinforcement
learning, network function virtualization, blockchain technology, and optimization
techniques. Furthermore, Dr. Boutaba suggests and presents available open-source
platforms that allow the development of solutions using the mentioned technologies.
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